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EDVOS acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of this land and we pay our respect to 
Elders past, present and future.

EDVOS respect the many women and children who have been responding and continue to 
respond to the multiplicity of gendered acts of violence in their lives.

EDVOS is a child-focused and child safe organisation.

EDVOS is a not-for-profit organisation, primarily funded by the State Government of Victoria.  
EDVOS also receives grants and donations from other sources.

EDVOS is the specialist family violence service in Melbourne’s Eastern Metropolitan 
Region. 

We provide a broad range of integrated services to support women and children who are 
responding to family violence.  

We prioritise the safety of women and children as a fundamental human right whilst working 
to ensure perpetrators are held accountable for using violence.  

We support women to make informed choices through programs and services that are 
individualised, sensitive and evidence-based.  

Our highly trained staff provide support, information, case management, safety planning, 
community education, programs for pet safety and a strong network of referral pathways to 
other services.  
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It has been a positive and transformative year for EDVOS.  Building on our enviable 21-year 
foundation, we acknowledge the effort that established us as the leading family violence 
service in Melbourne’s east, and will continue to shape that service for our community.  

This year of change has seen us relocate to larger, more functional premises, appoint a new 
CEO and realign the organisation so our skills and capacity meet increasing community 
needs.  

We continue to see staggering growth in referrals from multiple sources.  With over 11,500 new 
referrals during 2015-16 (a 36 per cent increase on last year), EDVOS is working to consolidate and 
strengthen our response to meet the growing demand of a region populated by over a million 
people.  

We are well-credentialed to answer this call through strong financial performance, client-centred 
practice, established referral pathways and partnerships that recognise the need for mainstream 
and specialist services to work together.  A successful accreditation result and more open 
communication channels reinforce us as a quality, responsive service. 

The newly developed Strategic Plan creates a solid blueprint for EDVOS to 2020.  A product 
of proactive consultation with the Board, stakeholders, clients, staff and leadership planning 
sessions, it will build our capacity and enhance access for those who need us most.  

As an essential component of the Royal Commission into Family Violence service response, 
we are committed to playing a key influencing role.  We look forward to embracing opportunities 
created by this landmark Royal Commission, and exploring collaborative options arising from 
the current reform.
  
Public consciousness of family violence is expanding through greater awareness, understanding 
and education.  We want to play our part in better equipping the community to identify and 
respond, encouraging every individual to act for change whilst also focusing on family violence 
prevention.

This year EDVOS farewelled former Executive Officer, Maryclare Machen after 11 years in the 
role.  Her tireless efforts left a remarkable legacy, creating crucial support services for women 
and children and increasing the accountability of perpetrators.

We are proud of our people, their passion and commitment.  We look forward to building the 
future foundation upon which we continue our mission: a community free from violence where 
everyone feels safe. 

Paula Piccinini, Board Chair
Jenny Jackson, Chief Executive Officer
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Royal Commission into Family Violence
EDVOS submitted a highly detailed and researched paper to the Royal 
Commission into Family Violence (RCFV), cited a number of times in the 
RCFV report.  The submission described the breadth of EDVOS services, 
identified gaps within the family violence sector and recommended a range 
of improvements. Prepared by members of the EDVOS Board and the 
CEO, the submission also sought input from management and staff to  
reflect their collective feedback.

EDVOS is now preparing to implement service solutions that address 
the RCFV recommendations. These are central to the organisation’s 
future structure and activity, as reflected in the organisational strategic 
plan for 2016 – 2020.  EDVOS commits to playing a key role in developing 
family violence response solutions for the region, and a number of new 
strategic collaborations and relationships are in place to enable this.  
The organisation looks forward to working collaboratively with government 
and stakeholders to bring about necessary reform. 

EDVOS in the media
Informing the community about family violence, the importance of 
EDVOS services and the many ways the organisation can support 
women and children in need is an important priority.  This year has seen 
a greater focus on media liaison, resulting in broad and positive local 
coverage.   A strong community profile helps the organisation to build its 
position as the regional specialist family violence agency. This encourages 
people in need to connect with EDVOS and improves community 
understanding about how to respond to family violence.

Consistent communications with a fresh new look 
The collection of EDVOS resources is being refreshed to create a clearer 
communication suite with a bright new look and feel. 

While the distinct EDVOS butterfly logo will stay the same, the new 
resource suite will introduce a clear, consistent and recognisable design. 
It will help clients, stakeholders and the wider community to better identify 
and understand EDVOS information across all its touchpoints including 
brochures, newsletters, templates, reports, stationery and posters (to 
name a few).

A new website
The EDVOS website is the organisation’s main information hub.  A new 
project is underway to re-design the website and update content, so 
visitors can easily access clear and relevant information. 

Client and staff consultation sessions were conducted to gain valuable 
insights that will inform the upgrade. 



Elder abuse awareness
To coincide with World Elder Abuse Awareness Day in June, EDVOS 
joined close partners Victoria Police to undertake Operation Elder in the 
outer east.  

Elder abuse is a significant issue and EDVOS is committed to a unified, 
specialist response.  Together with Croydon’s Victoria Police Family Violence 
Unit (FVU), EDVOS Advocates visited dozens of older locals in their 
homes who were responding to family violence.  EDVOS worked with 
clients to provide a risk assessment, develop a safety plan and provide 
information and referrals where appropriate. 

The Victoria Police FVU in Croydon also organised a regional Elder 
Abuse Forum.  It brought together over 100 professionals from around 30 
organisations for a robust discussion about an improved response to elder 
abuse.  EDVOS was proud to partner on this forum, join the panel discussion 
and contribute to a case study.  
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Protecting families at high risk
Two EDVOS Risk Assessment Management Panel (RAMP) Co-ordinators commenced for the inner and outer east.  There 
are 17 RAMPs across Victoria, two of which are in the eastern region.  The EDVOS CEO co-chairs these two RAMPs, which 
consist of local organisations that share information and take action to support women and children at high risk of serious 
injury or death from family violence.  Women referred to a RAMP require immediate risk assessment and an action plan to 
reduce the threat to their and their children’s lives, health, safety and welfare.  RAMPs work to enhance the existing 
system’s response to this high-risk group.  

Diversity Plan: Priority actions 2016-17
EDVOS commits to five priority areas designed to improve service access for 
women from diverse backgrounds: 

 Priority 1: To improve access to information for women from cultural and  
 linguistic diverse backgrounds 
 
 Priority 2: To maintain and increase access to service for Aboriginal and  
 Torres Strait Islander women and children 

 Priority 3: To improve service inclusiveness for women who identify as 
 Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and/or Intersex 

 Priority 4: To improve service inclusiveness for women living with a disability 

 Priority 5: To improve service inclusiveness for young women   
The Diversity Plan is integrated into the work of the Quality Committee, with a 
Diversity Working Group developed to progress priorities and embed the work 
within the organisation. 

EDVOS employs an Aboriginal 
Liaison Officer to ensure culturally 
responsive services for Aboriginal 

women and children. This has
 resulted in an increase in the 
number of Aboriginal and/or

 Torres Strait Islander women
 accessing our services.

Services for a diverse community
“It is of vital importance that all women and their children can access assistance in a way that supports 
their needs. Our Diversity Plan will ensure we create an environment that is inclusive, understanding, 

supportive and sensitive to diverse needs and perspectives.”    Jenny Jackson, EDVOS CEO



ECARS: Supporting women in crisis
Eastern Crisis Access Response Service (ECARS) is an important 
after-hours, on-call service to support women in crisis accommodation in the 
region. A partnership between EDVOS and Safe Steps, ECARS provides 
initial outreach response to women and children placed in temporary 
accommodation.             An EDVOS Advocate visits them in person to provide material 
aid, emotional support and help with safety planning.  

To ensure ECARS offered services that matched the needs of women and 
children, EDVOS undertook a comprehensive review of the program and 
modified it to ensure support was prioritised during busy referral times, which 
peak between 5pm and 8pm.  This optimised service now sees two EDVOS 
staff in place during these hours.  This is currently in a trial period and will 
adjust in line with ongoing need. 

“ECARS is a critical service for women in crisis, and an extension of our 
strong and robust partnership with Safe Steps. We work with them on a 
daily basis to equip them with the information they need to access crisis 
accommodation.”  

Gina, Program Manager (Intake) - EDVOS
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PA R T N E R S H I P  P R O F I L E
Improving counselling support for children

A partnership between EDVOS and Australian Childhood Foundation (ACF) is providing much-needed counselling to 
support children through their experience of family violence, funded through Flexible Support Packages. 

ACF has child-focused counsellors expertly trained to deal with the considerable trauma children suffer, and consults with 
women and their children individually or together, depending on the need. 

As family violence can often undermine the mother-child relationship, the counselling approach helps mothers explore the 
impact of violence on family members and on their own parenting. 

“This new partnership enables us to prioritise and place the mother child relationship at the centre of the recovery process. It 
also allows case management priorities such as legal support and accommodation to be integrated with parenting education 
and support.  The counselling is flexible, accessible and focused on the strengths of this relationship, and we are observing 
some very positive outcomes.”

Angela Weller, Child Trauma Service Manager - ACF 
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Collaborating to support the ATSI community
EDVOS celebrated a renewed partnership with Boorndawan Willam Aboriginal 
Healing Service (BWAHS) during the year. They are the eastern region’s only 
specialist Aboriginal family violence service and together, both agencies will work 
to provide an integrated, region-wide family violence response for the Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander (ATSI) community.  

The partnership will offer ATSI families a number of services not currently available 
within BWAHS, particularly those in a family violence crisis situation who need 
urgent assistance.  These services include access to family violence Flexible 
Support Packages and an integrated suite of services such as housing, counselling 
and legal support.  

“ATSI communities are closely connected and for that reason, some women may prefer not to use an Aboriginal-specific 
service like ours.  We will work with EDVOS to help these women access services that best support them during a crisis.  

This is a major benefit of our partnership with EDVOS - it gives women the choice to opt for a mainstream service if they 
prefer, which is important to help them feel safe.”
Rose Solomon, Manager - BWAHS

Business plan development
EDVOS has a strong commitment to implementing robust systems that underpin its high quality work.  As part of this, a new 
organisational business plan template is now in use as a framework for managing business development initiatives. It 
ensures the newly appointed Business Development Co-ordinator and any staff who work on these initiatives can fully evaluate 
the merits, opportunities and risks for any new program, taking into account the voice of consumers and their needs. 

Strategic grant submissions
The new EDVOS Grants and Submissions Working Group helps EDVOS plan, implement and co-ordinate all grants and 
submission activities.  The group will play a crucial role in helping to secure the most appropriate funding and sponsorship to 
support EDVOS programs.  

They will lead and develop the fundraising strategy and activities, manage project proposals for submissions, and manage 
interaction with valued EDVOS sponsors who contribute both financially and in-kind.  To be effective, funding sought by 
EDVOS will reflect community, client and stakeholder feedback about where services are needed the most. 

The Bendigo Bank (Doncaster East and Templestowe 
Village brand) generously donated $20,000 in seed funding 
to kick-start the EDVOS in-house Legal service.  

“It is a great privilege to support an organisation like 
EDVOS. In doing so, even in a small way, we can assist 
victims of family violence who may not otherwise be able 
to access appropriate support.” 

Ian Goldsmith, Board Chair - Bendigo Bank Doncaster 
East and Templestowe Village

Bendigo Bank presenting cheque to Jenny 
and Youna - EDVOS
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Supporting women and children through the legal system
EDVOS Court Support
EDVOS continues to provide crucial assistance for those experiencing 
family violence to navigate the process of attending Ringwood Magistrates’ Court.  
The Court Applicant Worker (CAW) provides support, advocacy, information and 
relevant referrals, attending court three days per week. Their assistance can also 
include:

 Support at the initial application stage of an Intervention Order
 Telephone support prior to the scheduled court date
 Risk assessment and safety planning
 Client advocacy, including liaising with court staff
 Attendance at pre-court meetings
 Referrals to services, either within EDVOS or externally

EDVOS Court Support works closely with Eastern Community Legal Centre (ECLC) 
and Victoria Legal Aid (VLA), InTouch and Women’s Legal Service Victoria.

Repeat Police Attendance program
In partnership with Victoria Police, the EDVOS Repeat Police Attendance (RPA) 
program aims to enhance the safety of women and children experiencing family 
violence by offering support when EDVOS or other support agencies have not been 
able to make contact.  RPA can be utilised if EDVOS or Victoria Police have safety 
concerns relating to the severity of the violence, or the risk factors for the women 
and children involved: for example their age, isolation, disability or culturally and 
linguistically diverse background.  

Support can include:
 Home visits from an EDVOS Advocate and members of Victoria Police
 Risk assessment, needs assessment and safety planning
 Telephone follow-ups if the client was not contacted via a home visit
 with Victoria Police
 Intake assessment and referral to EDVOS Case Management
 Referrals to external services

“RPA provides EDVOS with a great opportunity to support women and children at high risk.  
It also gives us a chance to work alongside Victoria Police and strengthen our partnership with them.” 

Ania, Intake and Repeat Police Attendance/High Risk Response
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Child protection advocacy
As the lead specialist family violence agency for the eastern region, EDVOS was pleased to receive funding for two family 
violence workers (for the inner and outer east) to be based onsite at the Victorian Child Protection Service, within the Department 
of Health and Human Services.  These dedicated roles will enable EDVOS to work closely with the Victorian Child Protection 
Service to improve safeguards for children and young people at risk of harm caused by family violence, and enhance 
understanding of its implications.  

PA R T N E R S H I P  P R O F I L E
Improving legal support with VLA
EDVOS and Victoria Legal Aid (VLA) have a strong history of working 
together to enhance support for women and children responding to family 
violence. During the year, they formalised a partnership to improve access 
to specialist legal services in the eastern region.  

The partnership and co-location will benefit EDVOS clients eligible for 
VLA services, offering more convenient and seamless access to expert 
legal advice, casework services and family violence support.  A VLA family 
lawyer is onsite once a fortnight to work closely with the EDVOS team, so clients 
can conveniently see family violence advocates and a family lawyer at 
EDVOS – a site they know and trust.  In time, EDVOS and VLA hope to 
increase the capacity to cater for ongoing demand.

This partnership is a timely response to the Victorian Royal Commission into Family Violence recommendations.  It reflects the 
EDVOS commitment to client service solutions that answer the Royal Commission’s call for stronger sector partnerships 
with a more unified, co-ordinated and single area-based service.  

“As well as assisting EDVOS clients, the VLA family lawyer will also collaborate with EDVOS staff to provide advice, 
guidance and education through secondary consultations and professional development sessions. This is a valuable 
opportunity to build the capacity of both staff groups through the sharing of professional knowledge and expertise.”

Tony Daquino, Managing Lawyer - Victoria Legal Aid (Ringwood)
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EDVOS Education
It is important to broaden community understanding and consciousness of family violence.  EDVOS Education aims to 
dismantle harmful attitudes towards women, promote gender equality and encourage respectful relationships.  The tailored 
program delivers comprehensive training to improve early intervention, to identify and protect those at risk and prevent 
family violence. 

EDVOS Education has undertaken a range of community education activities during the year, delivering training to universities, 
councils, Centrelink, Department of Health and Human Services, service groups, family service providers, women’s refuges, 
Eastern Health and a number of universal settings including maternal and child health, playgroups and early childhood.

EDVOS Counselling
Counselling is a critical part of the supports often needed by women and children experiencing family violence.  A specialist 
family violence counsellor recently joined the EDVOS team to help respond to the significant need in this area. Available at 
no cost to women and children, counselling appointments are provided during the day and after hours to offer greater 
flexibility for clients. 

Consumers shaping future services
EDVOS has established a Consumer Engagement Working Group to support and promote the voice of women and 
children, EDVOS partners and other stakeholders. 

Pets in Peril
The EDVOS Pets in Peril program has strived to improve 
animal and pet safety in family violence situations for over 
a decade, partnering with community agencies and volunteers 
to provide temporary shelter where needed. 

Emergency shelters and veterinarians not only protect 
animals and pets at risk, they give peace of mind to 
women and children in the midst of a highly traumatic 
experience.  Pets in Peril is currently unfunded, however 
EDVOS continues to support this critical, much-needed 
service, which is why 2016-17 will see an increased 
fundraising campaign for this program.  

To support Pets in Peril, please contact EDVOS on 
03 9259 4200. 

Gifts for Women program
EDVOS receives hundreds of referrals each month from 
across the region, with many facing serious financial 
hardship. 

The EDVOS Gifts for Women program seeks donations of 
high quality, new products or vouchers for children to treat 
their mother for special occasions, Christmas or Mother’s 
Day, and for women to give to their female family and 
friends. Ideal donations include cosmetics, vouchers, 
books, chocolate or non-perishable gourmet food items, 
scarves and jewellery, to name a few. 

To learn more about the program or to make a donation, 
please contact EDVOS on 03 9259 4200. 
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Improving the EDVOS website: 
a client perspective
Clients were engaged to give their unique perspective on the 
re-development of the EDVOS website.  As a key user group, 
EDVOS places much value on their insights to help create a quality 
online resource. 

The website refresh project seeks to create a more informative, 
supportive and functional hub for those experiencing family 
violence. Online surveys and a focus group session were conducted 
to capture feedback from past and present EDVOS clients, helping 
clarify commonly sought information and resources. 

Client feedback: Changing lives
“Jigisha has been fantastic in her support during my experience of 
family violence, staying by my side through a seven-month 
process.  She was proactive, contacting me weekly and helping to 
get the best outcome in the Magistrates Court to support my safety 
and that of our two children. 

As my ex-partner continued to perpetrate family violence and tried 
to disrupt my relationship with our children, I often felt it was too 
hard and wanted to give in. Jigisha kept me on the right track and 
helped minimise my partner’s impact on the children’s wellbeing. 
She also encouraged me to seek the ongoing support of those who 
could help like GPs, child psychologists and Victoria Police. 

Jigisha has also educated us about family violence and explained 
the spectrum of behaviour, which will help me make better choices. 
She has also guided me through day-to-day practical responsibilities, 
work commitments and the transition to a single parent family. 

Jigisha has been a truly terrific children’s advocate as well, always 
putting herself in their shoes.  

She was also a great advocate with my children’s school and 
helped them better understand the terms of the intervention order 
and how to comply.  The school went on to profile family violence 
and aid education amongst the school community. 

Thank you for all your efforts Jigisha, may you help so many more 
mothers and children achieve the right and best outcome for our 
community’s mental and physical health and wellbeing.”

EDVOS client 
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EDVOS Accreditation
EDVOS underwent a full accreditation process during the 
year, meeting all required expectations with overwhelmingly 
positive feedback. This is a proud result for the organisation 
and acknowledges strong improvements in quality service 
access.   

The reviewers were particularly impressed with the 
organisation’s approach to the strategic planning process 
including stakeholder, client and community consultation.  
They also praised the relationships and partnerships 
between EDVOS and other organisations like Boorndawan 
Aboriginal Healing Service, Victoria Police, the Regional 
Family Violence Partnership and local government.  
EDVOS program manuals and the Diversity Plan were 
also commended.   

A commitment to child safe standards
Victoria has introduced compulsory minimum standards to 
help protect children from all forms of abuse including 
physical violence, sexual offences, emotional/psychological 
abuse and neglect.  These standards apply to organisations 
that provide services for children and came into effect on 
January 1, 2016 for government funded and/or regulated 
organisations. 

EDVOS takes the responsibility of child protection very 
seriously and a statement reflecting the commitment to 
child safe principles appears in all internal and external 
communications, policies and procedures.  Fully incorporated 
into the organisation’s training and culture, it influences 
professional development initiatives and is a component 
of al l  inductions for staff,  volunteers and student 
placements. 

Building volunteers, building capacity
Volunteers are an important resource for EDVOS and 
significantly boost capacity to deliver much-needed 
services.  EDVOS is expanding the volunteer program and 
is recruiting through various channels including local 
media, EDVOS newsletters, social media channels and 
personal staff networks.  

Assistance is welcomed with tasks such as database 
maintenance, data entry, reception, general administration 
and client intake processes.  All roles are well supervised 
and volunteers receive training appropriate to their task or 
role.  

Volunteering is a rewarding way for people connect with 
their local community and provide support to those who 
need it most.  To learn more about volunteering opportunities, 
please contact EDVOS on 03 9259 4200. 

Supporting student learning
EDVOS is committed to developing a learning culture and 
supporting undergraduate placements, particularly in 
the disciplines of social work and psychology.  Student 
development is important and EDVOS has a strong 
commitment to increasing student placements across all 
program areas. 
“My 14-week social work placement at EDVOS gave me a 
valuable understanding of their role in the eastern region.  
I had the opportunity to be an active member of the intake 
and resourcing teams and contributed to research for the 
Diversity Working Group. This involved writing case notes, 
conducting assessments, case plans and all related 
administration.  
I also spent a day at the Ringwood Magistrates Court with 
the EDVOS Court Advocate Worker; visited Safe Steps, 
Kara House and Wesley Mission; and completed extra 
training through the Eastern Centre Against Sexual 
Assault, Domestic Violence Research Centre Victoria and 
Eastern Health.
Supervised practice at EDVOS has contributed to my 
professional development in case management, collaboration 
with external agencies, cultural sensitivity, advocacy and 
values/ethics.  My confidence increased and I work with 
increasing autonomy and responsibility.  I felt welcomed 
and widely supported by the EDVOS team and benefited 
from shadowing staff with diverse academic and work 
backgrounds.” 
Brooke

Regional Family 
Violence Partnership
In addition to providing specialist family violence services, 
EDVOS is auspice for the Eastern Metropolitan Regional 
Family Violence Partnership (RFVP). The RFVP provides 
a forum where service providers in Melbourne’s Eastern 
Metropolitan Region work to continually refine an integrated 
family violence service system, in line with the RFVP’s 
mission.

The mission is to build a system through collective 
effort that provides safety and justice to all women and 
children experiencing family violence in the Eastern 
Metropolitan Region; and to build an equitable society that 
prevents violence against women and their children, their 
families and communities in all its forms. 

EDVOS auspices the Regional Integration Coordinator on 
behalf of the RFVP, and participates on both the Executive 
Committee and a number of RFVP’s working groups. For 
further information on the RFVP, please visit:
http://www.easternfamilyviolencepartnership.org.au. 

http://www.easterfamilyviolencepartnership.org.au
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Directors

Name:  Paula Piccinini
Chair:   Appointed 2013
Director:  Appointed 2010
Qualification: Law, Graduate Diploma Family Dispute Resolution
Experience:  Various senior family lawyer positions, non-executive director RACV

Name:  Alex Wood
Treasurer:  Appointed 2013
Director:  Appointed 2013
Qualification: Accountant, Chartered Accountant
Experience:  Various financial roles in banking and not-for-profit sectors

Name:  Fay Daniel
Secretary:  Appointed 2013
Director:  Appointed 2010
Qualification: Victorian Police Officer
Experience:  Operational police duties and various senior roles within Victoria police

Name:  Kimberly Batsas-Hill
Director:  Appointed 2013
Qualification: Health Science
Experience:  Various youth work and community development roles with particular   
   interest in female health promotion and education and policy development   
   within the sector

Name:  Diana Brown
Director:  Appointed 2016
Qualification: Psychology
Experience:  Executive and senior management roles in superannuation, financial   
   services, information technology, consulting organisations and 
   not-for-profit.
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Directors

Name:  Margaret Hodge
Director:  Appointed 2007
Qualification: Master of Counselling and Human Services, Bachelor of Arts (Social   
   Sciences), Graduate Certificate Social Science (Male Family Violence –   
   Men’s Behaviour Change Group Facilitation), Clinical Family Therapist
Experience:  Team Leader and Management in Family Services, Child Protection,   
   Family Therapist, Counsellor and Manager of Counselling Teams.

Name:  Judy Johnson
Director:  Appointed 2007
Qualification: Women’s Refuge Coordinator, Domestic Violence Outreach Manager
Experience:  Extensive experience in the family violence sector, including pioneering   
   social policies for women to remain in their homes. Founder and past   
   Manager of EDVOS, founder of ‘Pets in Peril’ program. Researcher and   
   author on the link between domestic violence and animal abuse.

Name:  Lilia Szarski
Director:  Appointed 2014
Qualification: Bachelor Arts (Psychology), Post Grad Diploma Psychology
Experience:  Several senior management roles in family court counselling, mediation   
   services and professional education. 
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Eastern Domestic Violence Service Inc
Statement of Financial Position

As at 30 June 2016
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Eastern Domestic Violence Service Inc
Statement of Financial Performance

For the Year Ended 30 June 2016
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Eastern Domestic Violence Service Inc
Statement of Cash Flows

For the Year Ended 30 June 2016
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Eastern Domestic Violence Service Inc
Notes to the Financial Statements - For the Year Ended 30 June 2016
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Note 1: Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

a. Basis of Preparation

The directors have prepared the financial statements on the basis that the company is a non-reporting entity because there 
are no users dependent on general purpose financial statements. The financial statements are therefore special purpose 
financial statements that have been prepared in order to meet the needs of members.

The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the significant accounting policies disclosed below which 
the directors have determined are appropriate to meet the purposes of preparation. Such accounting policies are consistent  
with the previous period unless otherwise stated.

The financial statements have been prepared on an accruals basis and are based on historical costs unless otherwise 
stated in the notes.

b. Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents comprises cash on hand, demand deposits and short term investments which are readily convertible 
to known amounts of cash and which are subject to an insignificant risk of change in value.

Bank overdrafts also form part of cash equivalents and presented within current liabilities on the balance sheet.

c. Provisions

Provisions are recognised when the company has a legal or constructive obligation, as a result of past events, for which it 
is probable that an outflow of economic benefits will result and that outflow can be reliably measured.

d. Employee Benefits

Provision is made for the company’s liability for employee benefits arising from services rendered by employees to the end 
of the reporting period. Employee benefits that are expected to be settled within one year have been measured at the 
amounts expected to be paid when the liability is settled.

Employee benefits expected to be settled more than twelve months after the end of the reporting period have been measured 
at the present cost of the estimated future cash outflows to be made for those benefits. In determining the liability, consideration 
is given to employee wage increases and the probability that the employee may satisfy vesting requirements. Cash flows 
are discounted using market yields on national government bonds with terms to maturity that match the expected timing of 
cash flows. Changes in the measurement of the liability are recognised in profit or loss.

Employee benefits are presented  as current liabilities in the balance sheet if the company does not have an unconditional 
right to defer settlement of the liability for at least twelve months after the reporting date regardless of the classification of 
the liability for measurement purposes under AASB 119.

e. Property, Plant and Equipment

Property, plant and equipment are carried at cost less, where applicable,  accumulated depreciation. All assets are depreciated 
on a straight line basis  over their useful lives to the entity, commencing from the time the asset is held ready for use.
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Note 1: Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)

f. Leases

Operating Leases
The minimum rental revenue of operating leases with fixed rental increases, where the lessor effectively retains substantially 
all of the risks and benefits of ownership of the leased item, are recognised on a straight line basis.

Revenue from other leases is recognised in accordance with the lease agreement, which is considered to best represent the 
pattern of service rendered through the provision of the leased asset.

g. Revenue and Other Income

Revenue is recognised when the amount of the revenue can be measured reliably, it is probable that economic benefits associated 
with the transaction will flow to the entity and specific criteria relating to the type of revenue as noted below, has been 
satisfied.

Revenue is measured at fair value of the consideration received or receivable and is presented net of returns, discounts 
and rebates.

All revenue is stated net of the amount of goods and services tax (GST).

Grant Revenue
Grant Revenue is recognised in the statement of financial performance when the entity obtains control of the grant, it is 
probable that the economic benefits gained from the grant will flow to the entity and the amount of the grant can be 
measured reliably.

If conditions are attached to the grant which must be satisfied before it is eligible to receive the contribution, the recognition 
of the grant as revenue will be deferred until those conditions are satisfied.

When grant revenue is received whereby the entity incurs an obligation to deliver economic value directly back to the 
contributor, this is considered a reciprocal transaction and the grant revenue is recognised in the statement of financial 
position as a liability until the service has been delivered to the contributor, otherwise the grant is recognised as income on 
receipt. 

Interest Revenue
Interest is recognised using the effective interest method.

Rendering of Services
The recognition of revenue in relation to the rendering of services depends on whether the outcome of the services can be 
reliably measured. If this is the case, then the stage of completion of the services is used to determine the appropriate level 
of revenue recognised in the period.

If the outcome cannot be reliably measured then revenue is recognised to the extent of expenses recognised that are 
recoverable.

Other Revenue
Other revenue is recognised when the entity is entitled to the funds.
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Note 2: Non-Current Assets

Note 1: Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)

h. Goods and Services Tax (GST)

Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST, except where the amount of GST incurred is not 
recoverable from the Australian Taxation Office (ATO). In these circumstances, the GST is recognised as part of the cost of 
acquisition of the asset or as part of an item of the expense.

Receivables and payables are stated inclusive of the amount of GST receivable or payable. The net amount of GST recoverable 
from, or payable to, 

i. Comparative Figures

When required comparative figures have been adjusted to conform to changes in presentation of the financial statements for 
the current financial year.
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